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PREHISTORY:
FROM PARLOR GAMES TO ECONOMY

• James Waldgrave, 1713:

first use of mixed strategies

• Augustin Cournot, 1838:

equilibrium strategies in duopoly model

• Ernst Zermelo, 1913:

game of chess – unique individually rational payoff pro-
file in pure strategies

• John von Neumann, 1928:

Zur Theorie der Gesellschaftsspiele

• John von Neumann, Oskar Morgenstern, 1944:

Theory of Games and Economic Behavior



LE HER - FIRST MIXED STRATEGY SOLUTION

Peter deals Paul a single card at random from a deck (A,1,. . . ,10,J,Q,K),

then to himself; neither player sees the card dealt to the other

Object: to hold the card of the higher value

Rules: Paul is not satisfied ⇒ may force Peter to exchange with him

(except Peter has a king)

Peter is not satisfied ⇒ may exchange it for a card dealt from the

deck at random (except the new card is a king)

Cards of the same value ⇒ Peter wins

correspondence: Nicholas Bernoulli (1687 – 1759)
and Pierre Rémond de Montmort (1678 – 1719)

• Paul should change every card < 7, keep > 7
• Peter should change every card < 8, keep > 8

In disputable cases:
N. Bernoulli: both should change
P. de Montmort: no precept can be determined



James Waldegrave (1684 – 1741)

1713 letter to de Montmort: looks for a strategy that maximizes
the probability of player’s win, whichever strategy is chosen
by the opponent

• Peter should choose the strategy
keep 8 and higher with the probability 5/8
change 8 and lower with the probability 3/8;

• Paul should choose the strategy
keep 7 and higher with the probability 3/8
change 7 and lower with the probability 5/8

de Montmort, 1713: Essai d’Analyse sur les Jeux d’Hasard
(appendix: correspondence of de Montmort with Jean and Nicho-
las Bernoulli)



EQUILIBRIUM SEARCHING: COURNOT DUOPOLY

Antoine Augustin Cournot (1801 – 1877)

1838 Recherches sur les principes mathématiques de la thé-
orie des richesses

• Mathematically rigorous exposition of the most of today theory
of economical competition, monopoly and oligopoly

• Detailed analysis of monopoly – the concept of a cost function,
etc.

• Mathematical derivation of the total production that can be
chosen by the producer to maximize his profit

• Influence of various forms of taxes and other charges, their
influence on the profit of the producer and customers

• Duopoly Model – solution corresponding to Nash equilib-
rium introduced more than 100 years later

• Oligopoly Model



. . . it is evident that an equi-
librium can only be estab-
lished where the coordina-
tes ox and oy of the point of
intersection i represent the
values of D1 and D2. . . .

The state of equilibrium corresponding to the system of va-
lues ox and oy is therefore stable; i.e. if either of the produ-
cers, misled as to his true interest, leaves it temporarily, he will
be brought back to it by a series of reactions, constantly declining
in amplitude, and of which the dotted lines of the figure give a
representation by their arrangement in steps.



MATHEMATIZATION OF GAME THEORY

JOHN VON NEUMANN (1903 – 1957)
1926 proof of minimax theorem (Gött.Math.Soc.)

1928 Sur la théorie des jeux (Comptes Rendus)

Zur Theorie der Gesellschaftsspiele (Math. Annalen)

• Mathematization of strategy games

• The proof of ”minimax theorem”

Formulation: finite n-player zero sum game

[(Q; S1, . . . , Sn; u1(s1, . . . , sn), . . . , un(s1, . . . , sn)) ,
n ≥ 2, Q = {1, 2, . . . , n}, ui : S1 × · · · × Sn → R ]

More results: n = 2

({1, 2}; {s1, . . . , sk}, {t1, . . . , tl};u1, u2)

u1(si, tj) + u2(si, tj) = 0



GAME THEORY = MATHEMATICAL DISCIPLINE

John von Neumann (1903 – 1957), Oskar Morgenstern (1902 – 1976)

1944 Theory of Games and Economic Behavior

• Application possibilities of game theory – detailed formulation
of economical problem

• Axiomatic utility theory

• General formal description of a game of strat.

• 2-player antagonistic finite games

• n-player cooperative games (with transferable payoffs)
 von Neumann-Morgenstern’s solution

(it is not unique, does not necessarily exist)
. . .

 Massive development of game theory and its applications

The next step: Non-constant sum noncooperative games, cooperative
games without transferable payoff
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(3, 3) → (2, 4)

↑ ↓
(0, 2) → (4, 5)



(4, 5) . . . mutually best replies – equilibrium point



JOHN FORBES NASH (*1928)

Equilibrium Concept

1949 Non-Cooperative Games (thesis; Ph.D. 1950)

• Nash equilibrium – introduction of the concept

• Nash theorem – proof of its existence

Motivations:

– Rational considerations of payoffs

– Interactive adjustment processes, in which boudedly
rational agents observe the strategies played by their
likely opponents over time, and gradually learn to ad-
just their own strategies to earn higher payoffs, will
eventually converge to a Nash equilibrium – if their
converge to anything at all (only in the thesis)

 confirmed by later experimental works.



1950 Equilibrium Points in n-Person Games
Proceedings of Nat. Acad. of Sciences of USA

1951 Non-Cooperative Games, Annals of Math.

Axiomatic Bargaining Theory

1950 The Bargaining Problem, Econometrica 18

1953 Two-Person Cooperative Games, ibid. 21

• Non-transferable payoffs

• The approach to cooperative games by their
reduction to non-cooperative

• Axioms that a solution shall satisfy

• The proof of the existence of the unique solution:
Nash bargaining solution



FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

➥ Cooperative games

➥ Repeated games

➥ Stochastic games

➥ . . .



APPLICATIONS OF GAME THEORY

IN TRANSPORTATION

Arthur Cecil Pigou (1877 – 1959)

The Economics of Welfare, 1920

Develops Alfred Marshall’s concept of externalities = costs
imposed or benefits conferred on others that are not taken into
account by the person taking the action

Pigovian tax = discouraging tax on the activity that causes the
negative externality (pollution, traffic congestion)

Pigovian subsidy = encouraging subsidy for the activity that
creates the positive externality (education)

☛ Illustration of taxes necessity for social efficiency:
two-nodes transportation network
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Frank Hyneman Knight (1885 – 1972)

Some Fallacies in the Interpretation of Social Costs, 1924

The argument that forms the basis of analysis of traffic equilibrium
– Wardrop’s Principle:

Suppose that between two points there are two highways, one of
which is broad enough to accommodate without crowding all the
traffic which may care to use it, but is poorly graded and surfaced,
while the other is a much better road, but narrow and quite limited
in capacity [more susceptible to congestions].

x . . . the fraction of overall
traffic

l(x) . . . latency
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If a large number of trucks operate between the two termini and
are free to choose either of the two routes, they will tend to dis-
tribute themselves between the roads in such proportions that
the cost per unit of transportation, or effective returns per unit of
investment, will be the same for every truck on both routes. As
more trucks use the narrower and better road, congestion
develops, until at a certain point it becomes equally profi-
table to use the broader but poorer highway.
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Equilibrium strategies Social optimum

Arthur Cecil Pigou, 1920

If left to itself, traffic would be so distributed that the trouble involved

in driving a ”representative” cart along each of the two roads would

be equal. But, in some circumstances, it would be possible, by
shifting a few carts from route B to route C, greatly to lessen the
trouble of driving those still left on B, while only slightly increa-
sing the trouble of driving along C. In these circumstances a rightly

chosen measure of differential taxation against road B would create

an ”artificial” situation superior to the ”natural” one. But the mea-

sure of differentiation must be rightly chosen.
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Frank Hyneman Knight, 1924

Some Fallacies in the Interpretation of Social Costs, 1924

Rather than congestion justifying government tolling of roads,
privately owned roads would set tolls to reduce congestion
to its efficient level.

The social inefficiency could be resolved without Pigouvian
taxes if the faster road were privately owned: its owner would
maximize the return to his property if he charged every user an
amount equal to the user’s marginal benefit of using B instead
of C.
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Equilibrium strategies Social optimum

Selfish behavior by independent, noncooperative agents need
not produce a socially desirable outcome

How much worse a selfishly-defined outcome can be relative
to the best outcome achievable with complete coordination?

How unfair is the social optimum?

How to reach the social optimum?
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John Glen Wardrop

Some Theoretical Aspects of Road Traffic Research, 1952

Two principles that formalize the notion of traffic equilibrium

User-optimization principle:

Travellers select their routes of travel from origins to desti-
nations independently and ultimately the journey times of all
routes actually used between an origin/destination pair are
equal and less than those which would be experienced by a
single vehicle on any unused route (traffic network equilib-
rium, traffic assignment).

Each user non-cooperatively seeks to minimize his cost of trans-
portation; no user may lower his transportation cost through uni-
lateral action.
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System-optimization principle:

Reflects the situation in which there is a central controller
who routes the traffic flows in an optimal manner from origins
to the destinations so as to minimize the total cost in the
network. That optimum is reached when the marginals of the
total costs on used paths connecting an origin/destination
pair are equal and minimal.

T. C. Koopmans, 1947:
Completely regulated traffic such as truck convoys of an army
could yield higher rates of flow out of a given network than that
obtained when individuals make their own choices.

First rigorous mathematical formulation of the first Wardrop
principle:

Martin Beckmann, C. B. McGuire, Christopher B. Winsten:
Studies in the Economics of Transportation, 1956
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Dietrich Braess

Über ein Paradoxon aus der Verkehrsplanung, 1968

For each point of a road network let be given the number of
cars starting from it, and the destination of the cars. Under these
conditions one wishes to estimate the distribution of the traffic
flow. Whether a street is preferable to another one depends not
only upon the quality of the road but also upon the density of the
flow. If every driver takes that path which looks most favorable to
him, the resultant running times need not be minimal. Furthermore
it is indicated by an example that an extension of the road network
may cause a redistribution of the traffic which results in longer
individual running times.
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Braess, 1968
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Braess, 1968

Social optimum:

x21 + 1 · x1 + (1− x1) · 1 + (1− x1)2 → min
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Braess, 1968

Social optimum:

x21 + 1 · x1 + (1− x1) · 1 + (1− x1)2 → min

x1 = 1/2
15



Braess, 1968
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Braess, 1968
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Braess, 1968
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Braess, 1968
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Braess, 1968
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Braess, 1968

The intuitively helpful (or at least innocuous) action of adding
a new zero-latency link may negatively impact all of the traffic
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HOW BAD IS SELFISH ROUTING?

E. Koutsoupias, C. H. Papadimitrou, 1999

Tim Roughgarden, Éva Tardos, 2002

Price of anarchy =
C(flow at Nash equilibrium)

C(optimal flow)

Upper bound:

For example, for polynomial latency functions of the degree at
most p with nonnegative coefficients:

CA =
1

1−
p

(p+ 1)−
p+1

p

[p = 1 . . . CA = 4/3]
22



HOW UNFAIR IS OPTIMAL ROUTING?

Tim Roughgarden, Éva Tardos, 2002

Unfairness of the instance (G, r, l) :

u(G, r, l) = max
P ∈P

{
lP in the optimal flow

lP R in the flow at Nash equilibrium

}

Proposition:
If the function x · l(x) is convex for every edge e ∈ E, then

u(G, r, l) ≤ sup
x>0

l̂(x)

l(x)
.

Bound:
For instances (G, r, l) with polynomial latency functions of the
degree at most p with nonnegative coefficients:

u(G, r, l) ≤ p+ 1.
23



HOW TO COPE WITH SELFISHNESS?

➥ Appropriate network design
Knowing that the network will be used by selfish users, how
should we designed it to minimize the difference between
equilibrium and optimal state? Which edges should be remo-
ved? Difficulties: not always possible to achieve optimum;
computational complexity for large networks with nonlinear
latencies

➥ Pricing
➥ Stackelberg routing

Part of the whole transportation controlled centrally, part sel-
fish individuals

How should the centrally controlled transportation be routed
to induce a convenient behavior of non-cooperative users –
when their selfish reply minimizes total latency?
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ECONOMY → TRANSPORTATION

• Arthur Cecil Pigou, 1920:

first example of a routing game

• Frank Hyneman Knight, 1924:

idea of traffic equilibrium

• John Glen Wardrop, 1952:

user-optimization principle,
system-optimization principle

• M. Beckmann, C. B. McGuire, Ch. B. Winsten, 1956:

rigorous formulation of Wardrop principle, study of traffic
flows
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TRANSPORTATION → COMPUTER NETWORKS

• M. Beckmann, C. B. McGuire, Ch. B. Winsten, 1967:

noted the relevance of network equilibrium concepts to
communication networks

• D. P. Bertsekas, R. Gallager, 1987:

realized the similarities between communication and trans-
portation networks as well

• J. E. Cohen, F. P. Kelly, 1990:

described a paradox analogical to that of Braess in the
case of a queueing network

• J. E. Cohen, P. Horwitz, 1991:

described a similar paradoxical behavior in electrical and
mechanical networks
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• Y. A. Korilis, A. A. Lazar, A. Orda, 1999:

developed methods to show how resources could be ad-
ded efficiently to a non-cooperative network, including
the Internet, so that Braess paradox would not occur

• E. Koutsoupias, C. H. Papadimitrou, 1999:

Introduced the concept of the Price of Anarchy

• T. Roughgarden, 2002:

Selfish routing – network design, network analysis

60 years after its publication, the book of Beckmann, McGuire
and Winsten is finding applications in disciplines that did not
even exist that time
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➥ unbounded rationality

➥ global knowledge
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EQUILIBRIUM STRATEGIES IN BIOLOGY

First isolated works:

1930 R. A. Fisher
The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection
sex ratio theory

1961 R. C. Lewontin
Evolution and the Theory of Games
the first explicit application of game
theory into evolutionary biology

game: species against the nature
strategies minimizing probability of extinction
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1967 W. D. Hamilton
Extraordinary Sex Ratios
game: members of the population against each other;
”unbeatable strategy”

1971 R. L. Trivers
The Evolution of Reciprocal Altruism
repeated prisoner dilemma, supergame th.
the concept of a reciprocal altruist
(cooperates until defected)
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The Milestone:

1973 John Maynard Smith, Georg R. Price
The Logic of Animal Conflict, Nature 246
 immediate flow of successful elaborations and appli-
cations

first 10 years of development summarized in:

1982 John Maynard Smith
Evolution and the Theory of Games

 now game theory is the basis for the modern theory of
evolution

the concept of an evolutionary stable strategy and its mathe-
matical exploration has been integrated into the broader field
of non-cooperative games

Evolutionary biology = the most promising application do-
main of game theory
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EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY → COMPUTER SCIENCE

• J. R. Oliver, 1996:

A machine learning approach to automated negotiation
and prospects for electronic commerce

first to demonstrate that a system of adaptive agents
can learn effective negotiation strategies

strategies represented by binary-coded strings

• N. Matos, C. Sierra, N. R. Jennings, 1998:

Determining successful negotiation strategies: An evo-
lutionary approach

more elaborate strategy representations

• Simon Fischer, Berthold Vöcking, 2005:: Evolutionary
Game Theory with Applications to Adaptive Routing

• Ana L. C. Bazzan, 2005: A Distributed Approach for Co-
ordination of Traffic Signal Agents
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URBAN TRAFFIC CONTROL

Current situation (traffic control in Prague)

Dominant components of traffic signals control

➥ Traffic-dependent control

reacts to the momentary traffic state in intersection arms

➥ Time-dependent control

switches control plans in a fixed day program
(lengths of cycles and green lights)
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URBAN TRAFFIC CONTROL

Current situation (traffic control in Prague)
MP DM Traffic control Multi-Agent Traffic Control Conclusion Hierarchical Control Multi-Agent Control

Urban Traffic Network

Václav Šmídl, Jan Přikryl Multiple-Participants Decision Making for Urban Traffic Control
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URBAN TRAFFIC CONTROL

Current situation (traffic control in Prague)

Dominant components of traffic signals control

➥ Traffic-dependent control

reacts to the momentary traffic situation in intersection arms

➥ Time-dependent control

switches control plans in a fixed day program
(lengths of cycles and green lights)

Drawbacks

➥ Traffic-dependent control = purely local solution

works in an isolation; improving local situation can worsen
the overall network behavior

➥ Fixed time-dependent control: does not take into account
a momentary traffic situation
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⇒ The need of the pursuit of a global aim
≡ green split in signal plans to maximize throughput of the network
≡ to minimize queue lengths in the system (Papageorgiou, 1983).

Traffic microregion
= logically compact system of intersections with traffic lights
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⇒ The need of the pursuit of a global aim

Constraints of central authority:

➥ time

➥ computational capabilities

➥ communication possibilities
14



⇒ The need of functional and spatial decentralization
of urban traffic control
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⇒ The need of functional and spatial decentralization
of urban traffic control

Intersections = AGENTS that take part in a dynamic process where
not only local but also global aims are taken into account
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AGENTS

➥ During fulfillment of tasks, an agent acts independently, collects
and processes data, plans, carries out plans, . . .

➥ Each agent has information only on local traffic situation
(detectors)

➥ Communication is constrained

➥ Coordination without a central authority

MP DM Traffic control Multi-Agent Traffic Control Conclusion Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Multi-Agent Scenario

Agents interaction over a single arm:

ξ[2],O[2]

y2
ξ[1],O[1]

y1u[1]

u[2]

Parameterization:

A1 A2
Observed: y1, y2 y1, y2

Unobserved: ξ[1],t , O[1],t ξ[2],t , O[2],t

Controlled: u[1],t u[2],t

Václav Šmídl, Jan Přikryl Multiple-Participants Decision Making for Urban Traffic Control
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yi . . . intensity = the number of vehicles which have passed a
detector during the sample period

Oi . . . occupancy = the relative time of the detector activation
during the sample period, i.e. the proportion of time when the
detector has been occupied and the total time of measuring
period [%]

ui . . . action = relative green [%]
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Ana L. C. Bazzan, 2005: A Distributed Approach
for Coordination of Traffic Signal Agents

Agents = intersections on a long straight arterial
[only traffic lights in the direction of the arterial are considered]

Each agent plays a two-player game against each neighbour
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PROBLEMS

➥ In European cities, long straight arteries are not typical

➥ Other directions

➥ Representation of the model of a game of neighboring agents
– numerical values of payoffs for particular states

➥ Acquisition of proper data on local traffic situations
estimation of queues lengths
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1979 B. A. Baldwin, G. B. Meese: Skinner sty
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Strategy Work the lever Sit by the trough

Work the lever (8, −2) → (5, 3)

Sit by the trough (10, −2) → (0, 0)
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